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Duo in g minor, op. 69, No. 2
   Allegro con espressione
Adrienne Lorway and Rachel Piske, clarinet

Five Bagatelles
   Prelude
   Forlana
   Fughetta
   Margaret Forney, clarinet

Sonata
   Massig bewegt
   Lebhaft
   Mario Garcia, clarinet

Sonata
   Allegro tristamente
   Romanza
   Allegro con fuoco
   Shawna Balzer, clarinet

Allegro, op. 133, no. 5
   James Hook
   Patricia, Abel, Trevor

   **There will be a 10-minute intermission**

Concerto in Eb Major, op. 36
   Allegro
Leslie MacWillie, clarinet

Adagio-Tarantella
   Ernesto Cavallini
   Amanda Lee, clarinet

Pocket-Size Sonata, no. 1
   Improvisation
   Modal Blues
   In Rhythm
   Jennifer McQuade, clarinet

Caprice
   Clare Grundman
   Studio Clarinet Choir